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Universal Monsters



ENERGY PULSES THROUGH 
FRANKENSTEIN L.E., THE FIRST EDITION 

IN THE MONTEGRAPPA UNIVERSAL 
MONSTERS COLLECTOR SERIES!
PREPARE TO FACE YOUR FEARS!! 
MASTER THE MONSTER WITHIN!!!



Vintage Hollywood staging and 
mechanical mayhem are the 
base ingredients for a homage 
to one of history’s great horror 
icons. We revisit the magic of 
Universal Pictures’ 1931 classic 
in an XXL edition made with 
brass, resin and contraptions 
conceived by writing’s most 
maniacal minds. 

Montegrappa’s own strain of mad mechanical 
science brings Frankenstein’s creation 
back to life with props and special effects 
devised to re-animate the senses. Creative 
craftsmanship and audacious engineering 
evoke old-school filmmaking energy on 
Frankenstein L.E. Heavens above! We’ve 
created a monster!!

Moving handwheel 

Custom 18K gold nib Electrode cap release

Power-Push filling

Ruthenium electroplating

Spring-loaded insulator rod clip
Laser-engraved 

‘lightning’ grip

All-brass body

Fidget gyro gizmo

Secret curio chamber



Discover the monster within! 
Frankenstein’s macabre creation lies within a curio chamber cast in brass. 
A miniature handwheel uses old-school theatrics to relive one of cinema’s most epic character reveals.



Spin the fidget gyro gizmo while you scheme! 
Montegrappa mechanical complications are every inventor’s dream.



Gritty electroplating and kinetic contraptions bring movie magic to writing. 
The illusion of lo-fi, mad-scientist workmanship conceals the mechanical 
genius of Power-Push fountain pen filling.



The most monstrous Montegrappa of the modern era! 



Fountain Pen Rollerball
ISFKN_BE ISFKNRBE



PACKAGING + DISPLAY

360 mm x 340 mm x 308 mm
Outer Box:

XXL laboratory set with pen mount, plasma ball, power supply, pouch + bottle of ink (FP)

When Universal Pictures brought electrification to 
the Frankenstein legend, they created a classic. 

Collector editions of 230 pieces reference European 
standard voltage. A working laboratory display 
recreates the magic of their iconic staging.



MODEL

MATERIAL

NIB

INK DELIVERY

GRADE

DIAMETER (mm)

WEIGHT (g)

LIMITED EDITION

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS (mm)

LENGTH (mm)

FOUNTAIN PEN ROLLERBALL

SPECIFICATIONS

F, M

251

W360 x D340 x H308

187

30

EF, F, M, B, Stub 1.1

256

Refill

N/A

ISFKNRBE

18K yellow gold custom (Ø8mm)

ISFKN_BE

Power-Push

Brass; Resin

XXL laboratory set with pen mount, plasma ball, power supply, pouch + bottle of ink (FP)

230230
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